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clusion that religion, though it can surely inspire individuals to foment positive social change, can also be used to create and sustain social inertia and bigotry.

This intriguing, if uneven, work—the first book-length study to examine the role of religion in the interracial marriage debates—is very accessible, and Botham does a fine job of summarizing legal opinions in laymen’s terms. The text is supplemented by an index, endnotes, and a very extensive bibliography. Despite its flaws, Almighty God Created the Races is recommended for law school and general academic libraries and, due to its accessibility, is also appropriate for public libraries, especially those with strong legal history or civil rights collections.


Reviewed by Lauren M. Collins

In For the Common Good: Principles of American Academic Freedom, law professors Matthew W. Finkin (University of Illinois) and Robert C. Post (Yale) “articulate basic principles of American academic freedom” (p.6) as a means of grounding the ongoing debate over the concept. The authors succeed in providing an account that is both comprehensive and surprisingly concise. Though slow starting, their book aptly sets the scene for all who wish to participate in a continuing conversation about the state of academic freedom.

For the Common Good takes two approaches to its examination. The first two chapters look at academic freedom as a whole, exploring both its global history and the history of the concept in the United States. Having laid their foundation, the authors then explore each element of academic freedom in separate chapters: “Freedom of Research and Publication,” “Freedom of Teaching,” “Freedom of Intramural Speech,” and “Freedom of Extramural Speech.” It is this second approach, filled with colorful examples of professors stretching the bounds of previously accepted practice and curricula (and a few who have gone completely rogue), that will catch readers’ interest and propel them quickly through this brief book’s 155 pages of content.

The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure, also known as Committee A, is responsible for enforcing the American Association of University Professors’ Declaration of Principles on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure (1915) and Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure (1940). Though the 1915 Declaration and 1940 Statement are assertions of the rights of faculty (collectively rather than individually, as the authors are careful to point out), the principles included in the documents have as a broader aim the protection of the “purposes of higher education and the special conditions necessary for faculty to fulfill those purposes” (p.7). The cases that Committee A has reviewed over the years have yielded a “common law of academic freedom” (p.6), and the authors have chosen from amongst these cases anecdotes that they use to convey the history of academic freedom in a most engaging fashion.

One such example, from the chapter “Freedom of Teaching,” describes an incident involving Alfred Krebs, a sociologist teaching at Adelphi University in
1965. A known Marxist, Krebs prepared a multiple-choice midterm examination for his introductory and advanced courses that included three dubious questions. Each question sought “to extract from students dogmatic answers in matters about which the profession of sociology does not recognize dogmatic knowledge” (p.85) and left students with little choice but to give an answer that supported Krebs’ own ideology. The authors see Krebs’ actions as an attempt to indoctrinate his students, one of only a few recounted instances in which they condemn the actions of a professor.

¶26 More commonly, *For the Common Good* supports the professors whose accounts it relates, finding their actions or expression to be justified under principles of academic freedom. Grounds cited for this support range from stimulating student thought (burning a flag as a part of a lesson on symbolism) to achieving an increased role in the university (seeking a raise and a position in college governance) to participating in society as a U.S. citizen (attending peace demonstrations). Whether this tendency to favor a broad interpretation of academic freedom flows from the authors or stems from Committee A itself is not always clear. However, the opening paragraph of the book’s conclusion at least suggests that the authors recognize the need for a balanced perspective: “Academic freedom is not the freedom to speak or teach just as one wishes. It is the freedom to pursue the scholarly profession, inside and outside the classroom, according to the norms and standards of that profession” (p.149).

¶27 In addition to its primary text, *For the Common Good* provides detailed attribution, comprehensive indexing, and appendixes containing excerpts from the 1915 *Declarations* and 1940 *Statement*. Ultimately, however, it is the book’s succinct but thorough examination of academic freedom that makes it a must-have for every academic law library. The accounts of the stories behind the academic freedom cases, accounts that make the book so readable, are an added bonus.


Reviewed by Jennifer L. Laws

¶28 Most Westerners derive what little they know of Islamic law, or *Shari’a*, and of current legal practice in Muslim countries from network news programs, glossy magazine stories, and similar popular sources. Such sources rarely provide meaningful context or significant analysis. Consequently, the images of *Shari’a* conveyed by the mainstream media and held in the popular imagination are often shocking and brutal: punishments such as amputation or stoning, discrimination against women, or honor killings. Neither the long history of *Shari’a* nor the dramatic metamorphosis it has undergone since the nineteenth century is widely understood. Professor Wael Hallaq’s most recent work, *An Introduction to Islamic Law*, aims to overcome these deficiencies by providing a concise overview for nonspecialists, both of *Shari’a*’s pre-modern history and of its transformation and use within the modern Islamic world.

¶29 Wael Hallaq is the Avalon Foundation Professor in the Humanities at Columbia University and was previously the James McGill Professor of Islamic Law.